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Particle dispersion system consisting of
helically assembled liquid crystalline
poly(para-phenylene)derivatives with
reproducible chiroptical properties†

Keita Horie,ab Shunsuke Kondoa and Kazuo Akagi *ab

Liquid crystalline poly(para-phenylene) [LC-PPP] derivatives bearing a cyanobiphenyl moiety on the side

chain and axially chiral binaphthyl derivatives were synthesized. To prevent artefacts arising from intrinsic

anisotropies of the main and side chains of the LC-PPP derivative in circular dichroism (CD) and

circularly polarized luminescence (CPL) spectra, a particle dispersion system was constructed from an

LC-PPP derivative and an axially chiral binaphthyl derivative as a chiral dopant. Use of this particle

dispersion system resulted in good reproducibility for chiroptical measurements and no discernible

artefacts in either the CD or CPL spectra, enabling us to quantitatively analyse the chiroptical properties

of the LC-PPP derivative. We elucidated the overall mechanism by which the axially chiral binaphthyl

dopant induced helicity in the LC-PPP derivative.

1. Introduction

Various approaches have been reported for the synthesis of
materials with circularly polarized luminescence (CPL). For
example, chiral moieties can be introduced into molecules,
polymers, or coordinated compounds or chiral compounds can
be doped into achiral/racemic compounds to create helical
structures that induce chirality.1–4 Using polymers to construct
CPL devices enables the facile fabrication of films by casting
techniques, whereby even films with large areas can be pro-
duced. Polymers can also be used to facilitate the fabrication
of devices used in organic light emitting diodes and solar
batteries. Thus far, we have used various approaches to synthe-
size conjugated polymers bearing CPL functions, i.e., (i) synth-
esis of aromatic conjugated polymers with side chains bearing
chiral moieties,5–9 (ii) exploitation of intermolecular electro-
static interactions to construct a helically stacked assembly
between achiral conjugated polymers bearing ionic side chains
and counterionic chiral compounds,10,11 (iii) synthesis of liquid
crystalline di-substituted polyacetylene derivatives with chiral
side chains,12 and (iv) exploitation of selective reflection/trans-
mission functions of chiral nematic liquid crystals to amplify

the CPL for chiral fluorescent conjugated polymers and even
control the CPL helicity by temperature change.13,14 It is highly
interesting that (iii) and (iv) afford CPLs with a high dissym-
metry factors (glum) on the order of 10�1 and 100, respectively.
Note that the term CPF was previously used in this field instead
of CPL simply because CPF directly indicates fluorescence with
circular polarization. The term CPL is currently used to include
circularly polarized luminescence arising from fluorescence
and phosphorescence.

Delocalized p-electrons in the main chain of conjugated
polymers result in significant electrical and optical properties,
such as electrical conductivity, luminescence, and photo-
harvesting behaviour, whereby these polymers are regarded as
candidate materials for organic optoelectronic devices.15–24

Helical conjugated polymers have been attracting interest
because of unique chiroptical functions,25–32 such as CPL, as
well as circular dichroism (CD). These helical conjugated poly-
mers have intrachain-twisted, intrachain-spiral, or interchain-
helical p-stacked structures. Among these structures, the
interchain-helical p-stacked structure can effectively enable
self-assembly of aromatic conjugated polymers (ACPs) into an
interchain helix and even a higher-order supramolecular struc-
ture with potentially amplified chiroptical properties.

It is well known that liquid crystallinity can be effectively
exploited to control high-order polymer structures.33–36 Poly-
mers bearing a liquid crystalline (LC) moiety spontaneously
align into polydomains through the orientation of the LC
moiety. Furthermore, the incorporation of chiral moieties or
chiral dopants into LC polymers results in helical arrangement
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into a higher-order hierarchical structure. We previously reported
that LC polyacetylene derivatives,12 mono- and di-substituted
LC-PPP derivatives37 and LC-copolymers containing mono-
substituted phenylene and ethylenedioxythiophene38 exhibit
circular polarization in absorption and/or luminescence as a
result of helical structures induced upon addition of chiral
binaphthyl dopants. However, both the LC moieties bearing
mesogenic cores and rigid aromatic conjugated main chains
have intrinsic anisotropies that manifest as linear dichroism
(LD) and linear birefringence (LB) in the solid-state. These
anisotropies produce artefacts in CD spectra.37–41 Therefore,
special care should be taken when making CD measurements
of films. In addition, the presence of artefacts deteriorates the
reproducibility of measurements of optical properties of films.

There have been many reports of helical assemblies formed
in solution, e.g., aggregates of ACPs bearing chiral side
chains.42–46 In these studies, ACPs were found to aggregate in
solution upon the addition of a poor solvent. However, this
method cannot be used to transfer chirality from chiral mole-
cules to ACPs. This inability to transfer chirality results from
ACPs easily p-stacking into an aggregate before associating with
chiral molecules. Conventional methods, such as emulsion
polymerization47,48 and seed polymerization,49–51 are used to
prepare aggregates and/or particles of ACPs but under
restricted conditions. Recently, a simple and versatile method
called ‘‘self-organized precipitation (SORP)’’ was developed to
prepare polymer nano- or microsized particles.52–54 The SORP
method can be used to prepare a particle dispersion system
composed of size-controlled polymers from a mixed solution of
a volatile good solvent and a nonvolatile poor solvent.

Herein, an LC-PPP derivative was synthesized by introducing
a cyanobiphenyl mesogenic moiety into the side chain of PPP.
Subsequently, axially chiral binaphthyl derivatives [(R)-/(S)-D1]

were synthesized, as shown in Fig. 1, for use as chiral dopants.
As both the PPP main chain and the LC side chain are
intrinsically anisotropic, we prepared a particle dispersion
system from LC-PPP to prevent the occurrence of artefacts in
CD and CPL spectra. As dispersed particles can freely migrate
and rotate, the linear anisotropies were expected to mutually
cancel even though the individual particles have LD and LB.

2. Results and discussion
2.1. Experimental

The synthesis routes for the chiral dopant D1 and LC-PPP are
shown in Fig. 1. The helical twisting power (b) value of D1 was
42.0 mm�1 at 25 1C. The number average (Mn) and weight
average (MW) molecular weights and polymer dispersion index
(PDI) are summarized in Table 1. Polarizing optical microscopy
(POM) analysis revealed that LC-PPP has a nematic LC phase.
Fig. 2 shows the LC phase exists in the 95–160 1C temperature
range under both the heating and cooling, indicating LC-PPP
has an enantiotropic nature.

The LC phase of LC-PPP was also investigated through X-ray
diffraction (XRD) measurements. Fig. 3 shows the XRD pattern
has a single broad diffraction peak in the wide angle region,
typical of a nematic LC phase. The optical properties of the
LC-PPP solution in tetrahydrofuran (THF) and the D1 solution
in CHCl3 were measured in ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) absorp-
tion, photoluminescence (PL), and CD experiments (Fig. S1
and S2, ESI†).

Fig. 4 is a schematic of the SORP method used to prepare the
polymer dispersion systems. First, mixtures with molar ratios of
LC-PPP : D1 ranging from 100 : 1 to 100 : 10 were prepared in
THF (a good solvent, 2 mL). Subsequently, pure water (as a poor

Fig. 1 Synthesis routes for the chiral dopant D1, monomer, and LC-PPP.
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solvent, 5 mL) was dropped into the mixture at a rate of
1.1 mL min�1 under stirring. Then, the solution was gradually
heated at 25 1C under atmospheric pressure for 2 days. After the
good solvent had been completely evaporated, the mixture
containing LC-PPP and D1 precipitated as particles dispersed
in water. However, for high polymer concentrations in the THF
solution (e.g., 1.0 � 10�4 M), LC-PPP precipitated during
the addition of water or after evaporation of THF because
PPP aggregated easily. Therefore, we screened various polymer
concentrations in the THF solution and found ca. 4.5 � 10�5 M
to be an appropriate concentration. The preparation conditions
for the polymer dispersion systems are summarized in Table 2.

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements indicated that
the dispersed particles had average diameters of approximately
200–300 nm, and large size dispersities of 40–60% (Table S1,
ESI†). As previously mentioned, PPP polymers tend to aggre-
gate, and the equilibrium between random coils and nuclei
(which may be a driving force for the formation of homoge-
neous nuclei38) is not stable. Therefore, it can be argued that
the size of nuclei varies widely, resulting in wide size distribu-
tions. Fig. 5 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
of the polymer systems containing spherical aggregates with
diameters of several tens or one hundred nanometres. The
SEM results are not consistent with the average diameters
determined by DLS but show that the particles are aggregated
in water.

Fig. 6 shows the UV-vis, CD, PL and CPL spectra for the
systems of LC-PPP and a chiral dopant. The spectra for all the
systems exhibited PL bands at 422 nm, which correspond to the

Table 1 Optical properties of LC-PPP and the chiral dopant (R)-/(S)-D1in
CHCl3 (2.0 � 10�5 M)

System lmax (nm) Em,max (nm) Ex,max (nm) Fa (%)

LC-PPP 300 398 300 57.5
(R)-D1 296 362 297 16.1
(S)-D1 296 363 297 15.9

a Absolute quantum yield measured using integrating-sphere method.

Fig. 2 (upper) POM image at 150 1C and (lower) phase transition tem-
peratures determined by POM observation of LC-PPP.

Fig. 3 (upper) XRD pattern of LC-PPP in the annealed film and (lower) schematic of the nematic phase of LC-PPPs.
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p*–p transitions of the PPP conjugated backbone. The CPL
spectra of the systems exhibited Cotton effects in the region of
the p*–p transition of the PPP main chains, implying helical
p-stacking of the PPP main chains. The signs of the Cotton
effects are strictly determined by the (R)- or (S)-configuration of
the chiral dopant. The CPL intensity increased with the quan-
tity of the chiral dopant. The absolute values of the lumines-
cence dissymmetry factor (glum) evaluated from the CPL spectra
were relatively large, i.e., on the order of 10�2, for all the
systems except for System S1 (which had a glum of �4.7 �
10�3) (Table 3). The signs of Cotton effects in CD spectra were
reversed in accordance with the configuration of D1, and the
CD intensity varied with the quantity of D1. Table 3 also shows
that the absorption dissymmetry factors (gabs) evaluated from
the CD spectra were on the order of 10�2. Here, it is worth
noting that the LC-PPP film annealed after doping gave a larger
glum value up to 0.23 when 2,20,6,60-tetra-substituted chiral
binaphthyl compound bearing a larger helical twisting power

(b 88–102) than that of D1 (b 42) was used as a chiral
dopant.37,55 The systematic investigation of the annealing effect
on LC-PPP film and the dependence of dissymmetry factor on
helical twisting power of chiral dopant will be reported in the
near future.55

The Cotton effects in the CD spectra were observed over a
wide wavelength region ranging from approximately 250 nm
to 400 nm. The UV-vis absorption bands appeared at shorter
wavelengths of 305 nm, corresponding to p–p* transitions of
the PPP main chains. This effect results from the overlap of the
band of the PPP main chain with that of the LC moiety of the
side chain. Table 4 shows the fabricated particle dispersion
systems containing 2,5-dichlorobenzene bearing LC substitu-
ents (labelled LC monomer M1 (see Fig. 1)) and D1 as a chiral
dopant under the same conditions as the LC-PPP systems.
The CD spectra of the particle dispersion systems of M1
were similar to those of the LC-PPP systems, especially from
250 nm to 300 nm, indicating that the bands at wavelengths of

Fig. 4 Preparation of particle dispersion systems by the SORP method.

Table 2 Conditions for the preparation of particle dispersion systems containing LC-PPP and (R)-/(S)-D1 by the SORP method

System Configuration
Molar ratio
LC-PPP : D1 Poor solvent Good solvent LC-PPP concentration

Evaporation time,
temperature Particle concentration

R10 R 100 : 10 H2O (5.0 mL) THF (2.0 mL) ca. 4.5 � 10�5 M (in THF) 48 h, 25 1C ca. 1.8 � 10�5 M (in H2O)
S1 S 100 : 1
S2 S 100 : 2
S5 S 100 : 5
S10 S 100 : 10

Fig. 5 SEM images of particles in (a) R10, (b) S1, (c) S2, (d) S5, and (e) S10.
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250–300 nm arise from CD induced by D1 in the LC moiety of
the side chain. To counteract the overlap between bands, we
obtained difference spectra by subtracting the UV-vis and CD
spectra for the M1-S system from those of the S10 system. The
difference spectra shown in Fig. 7 exhibit an absorption band at
351 nm and a CD band bearing the bisignate Cotton effect near
350 nm. The absorption band at 351 nm can be attributed to
p–p* transitions of the PPP main chain. Thus, it can be argued
that the bisignate Cotton effect at this wavelength originated from
the interchain helical p-stacked PPP main chains. Fig. 7 shows that
the spectrum of LC-PPP with added (S)-D1 exhibits negative and
positive Cotton effects at long (lE 350 nm) and short wavelengths
(l E 330 nm), respectively, indicating the left-handed (M) helicity
of the PPP main chains56 (also see Fig. S5 ESI†).

Next, we investigated the intrachain and interchain
helicity induced in the LC-PPP. Hereafter, we refer to the
(S)-configuration for simplicity, unless otherwise stated. First,
to elucidate the interchain helicity of the LC side chains,
we performed a contact test between the M1/D1 mixture and
an LC standard bearing left-handedness (cholesteryl oleyl
carbonate), where the results are shown in Fig. 8. The dis-
continuous boundary between the M1/(R)-D1 mixture and the
LC standard indicated that the mixture has the same right-
handedness (P-helicity) as the mixture of LC-PPP and (R)-D1.
By contrast, the continuous boundary between the M1/(S)-D1
mixture and the LC standard indicated that the mixture
has the same left-handedness (M-helicity) as the mixture of
LC-PPP and (S)-D1.

Fig. 6 (a) UV-vis and CD spectra and (b) PL and CPL spectra of the polymer–particle dispersion systems.

Table 3 Optical properties of particle dispersion systems, including LC-PPP and the chiral dopant (R)-/(S)-D1

System lmax (nm) Em,max (nm) Ex,max (nm) Fa (%) gabs
b glum

c

R10 317 422 306 14.5 +6.11 � 10�2 +2.37 � 10�2

S1 320 422 305 15.2 �1.16 � 10�2 �4.71 � 10�3

S2 319 422 306 9.9 �2.93 � 10�2 �1.34 � 10�2

S5 319 422 305 9.9 �5.88 � 10�2 �2.36 � 10�2

S10 317 422 305 10.0 �6.51 � 10�2 �2.28 � 10�2

a Absolute quantum yield measured using integrating-sphere method. b Dissymmetry factor in absorption at lmax wavelength. c Dissymmetry
factor in luminescence at Em,max (nm) wavelength.

Table 4 Conditions for the preparation of particle dispersion systems containing the M1 monomer and (R)-/(S)-D1 by the SORP method

Systems
D1
configuration

Molar ratio
M1 : D1

Poor
solvent

Good
solvent M1 concentration

Evaporation time,
temperature Particle concentration

M1-R R 100 : 10 H2O (5.0 mL) THF (2.0 mL) ca. 4.5 � 10�5 M
(in THF)

48 h, 25 1C ca. 1.8 � 10�5 M
(in H2O)M1-S S 100 : 10
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Subsequently, we examined the intrachain and interchain
helicity induced in the PPP main chain. In a previous study,
we analysed the relationship between the intrachain and
interchain helicity of phenylene rings in helical poly(meta-
phenylene) bearing a superhelix structure.57 Namely, the inter-
chain helicity of phenylene rings should be opposite to the
intrachain helicity because opposite helical handedness for the

intrachain twisted structure and interchain helically p-stacking
structure enables the formation of a stable p-stacked structure
(Fig. S6 and S7, ESI†). Consequently, the interchain helicity
of the PPP main chain of LC-PPP doped with (S)-D1 should be
left-handed (M-helicity) when the intrachain helicity of the PPP
main chain is right-handed (P-helicity). Therefore, the CD and
CPL spectra of LC-PPP doped by (S)-D1 exhibit Cotton effects.

Fig. 7 UV-vis and CD spectra of the S10 and M1-S systems and the difference spectrum for the PPP main chain obtained by subtracting the M1-S
spectrum from the S10 spectrum.

Fig. 8 Contact test between the mixture of LC molecule and chiral dopant (R)-/(S)-D1 and cholesteryl oleyl carbonate used as a left-handed LC
standard.
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Zimmermann et al.58,59 showed that binaphthyl dopants
induce intramolecular helicity for cyanobiphenyl structures in
oriented nematic liquid crystals. However, the process by which
this intramolecular helicity generates intermolecular helicity in

chiral nematic liquid crystals has not yet been clarified. Never-
theless, it is possible to discuss the process of developing
intermolecular helicity from the experimental results. We have
shown that the introduction of a structure similar to the

Fig. 9 Schematic of the mechanism of helicity transfer from (S)-D1 to the LC side chains of PPP.

Fig. 10 Schematics showing helicity induced by the chiral dopant (R)-/(S)-D1 in different parts of LC-PPP.
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mesogen group of a nematic liquid crystal at the 6,60-position of
the binaphthyl ring significantly increases the helical twisting
power, even though the mesogen unit with a phenyl subs-
tituent or a long alkyl spacer remains almost unchanged.60

Furthermore, we have shown that the introduction of a similar
structure at the 4,40-position gives no noticeable change in
the helical twisting power.61 Therefore, it can be inferred that
in nematic liquid crystal compounds, the structure of the two
naphthalene rings, which are easily oriented in the long-axis
direction, greatly affects the helical twisting power. It is there-
fore natural to assume that when binaphthyl acts as a chiral
dopant, the naphthalene rings are predominantly coordinated
so that their long-axis direction is parallel to the nematic
direction. We have previously discussed similar coordination
states in helical structures of nematic liquid crystals and helical
polyacetylenes.62 Fig. 9 shows a schematic of the helically
assembled structure of LC-PPP and (S)-D1.

The helicity transfer between the chiral dopant and LC-PPP
can be summarized as follows. First, the right-handed helicity
of the chiral dopant (S)-D1 is transferred to the phenylene rings
of the PPP main chain and/or mesogenic biphenyl moiety of the
side chain in LC-PPP through intermolecular p–p* interactions,
resulting in the same handedness for the LC-PPP as for the
chiral dopant D1. Namely, (S)-D1 with M-helicity induces an
intermolecular M-helicity in the phenylene rings of the LC-PPP.
Second, the intermolecular M-helicity in the phenylene rings of
the PPP main chains is preferentially assembled with the opposite
intramolecular P-helicity, as shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 11 shows the
helical structures induced by the chiral dopant (S)-D1 in LC-PPP,
where the PPP main chains and the LC side chains are designated
as parallel on the basis of a previous report63 (see Fig. 3).

The analysis presented above was based on difference spectra
obtained by subtracting the spectrum of the M1-S system from
that of the S10 system. It was only possible to carry out this
analysis after confirming the reproducibility of the spectra.
Systems R10, S1, S2, S5, and S10 were fabricated again under

the same conditions, and the reproducibility was confirmed in
terms of the optical properties and average diameters of the
particles (Fig. S8 and S9, ESI†). It is important to emphasize
that for all the investigated systems, there were no significant
differences among measurements and no artefacts were
observed in the CD and CPL spectra. Therefore, the particle
dispersion system can be used to measure circular polarization
properties without artefacts originating from macroscopic ani-
sotropy and with satisfactory reproducibility.

3. Conclusion

We synthesized an LC-PPP derivative with a cyanobiphenyl-
based LC side chain. Considering that both the main and side
chains have macroscopic anisotropy, we fabricated particle
dispersion systems containing the LCPPP derivative and a
chiral dopant to prevent the appearance of artefacts in CD
and CPL spectra. The chiroptical spectra of the particle disper-
sion systems did not contain discernible artefacts and exhib-
ited good reproducibility. We were thus able to quantitatively
analyse the circularly polarized optical properties of the mate-
rial despite overlap between the absorption wavelengths of the
main and side chains. The relatively high gabs and glum values
(on the order of 10�2) in the CD and CPL spectra, respectively,
were well reproduced. We elucidated the helicity induced by an
axially chiral binaphthyl dopant in the LC side chain and main
chain of the LCPPP derivative. Hence, the particle dispersion
system can be used to perform a ‘semiquantitative’ study of the
aggregated state in solution. This application of this system can
be extended beyond polymers or polymer mixtures to oligomers
and low-molecular-weight compounds.
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Fig. 11 Schematics showing helicity induced by the chiral dopant (R)-/(S)-D1 to the entire LC-PPP.
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